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Innompic Planet of Loving Creators

Guidebook by Vadim Kotelnikov

Outstanding Innopreneur

Making it big is about being a disruptive force and 
a game changer in your market.

Creating breakthrough value

Architect

Builder

Archibuilder

Synergizer

Integrator

Syntegrator

Destructor

Creator

Descreator

A visionary and passionate person who habitually 
spots opportunities, creates innovative customer value and 

gets it acquired by target beneficiaries

Spotting 
opportunities

Creating 
innovative 

value

Creating 
Customers

Growth, 
Achievement

• To follow a passion

• To pursue a vision

• To create and innovate

• To seize opportunities

• To find excitement

• To create wealth

Humanity, 
Spirituality

• To pursue a mission

• To create new value

• To help people

• To improve the World

• To facilitate growth

• To spread spiritually

Pursue 
an inspiring 
customer-

focused vision

Focus on 
creating greater 
customer value

Passionately 
strive to make 

a difference

Search for new 
opportunities
everywhereInvent new 

things and solve 
problems 
creatively

Build and lead 
synergistic

partnerships

Manage 
cash flow 
effectively

7 Great Habits
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Love your customers, strive to make their life happier

Be different and make a difference!

Evaluate ideas quickly and start experimenting with them

4 Create a guiding structure before embracing improvisation

5 Problems are opportunities, failures are steps to success

6 Everything can be improved – search for opportunities

7 Customer feedback is the main vehicle to success

8 Team success is more important than personal success

8 Guiding Principles

Life as usual

Creating new 
demand

Building for 
consumers 
something 
they have yet to 
realize they want

Breakthrough

Disruptive

Game-
Changing

Radical 
solution to 
a pressing 
problem

Creates 
a new 
market 
niche

Transforms 
the market 

and 
society

Core Advantage Radical innovation

Key funding source Venture capital

Time to market Need to be first to market

Results Quite unpredictable

Management style Driven by imagination; chaotic

Change management Big turns at high speed

Specific Features

Outstanding Innopreneur

There are no non-genius people, 
there are dormant genii. 

If your genius is a sleeping beauty, kiss her!

Creative
Dissatisfaction

Positive
Attitude

Flexible
Strategizing 

Committed
Action

Open-minded
Learning

Continuous
Improvement
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Dream big dreams, commit 
to your true passion, 

and you will learn to fly!

Listen to others,
listen to yourself,

listen to the Universe

There are no non-genius 
people, there are dormant 

genii. Wake up!

Don't let the vanity 
cacophony mute 

your life symphony!

Do something impossible 
to discover your true power 

and spread your wings!

Think hard. Then close 
your eyes and quiet your 
mind to gain true insight

Creative 
Thinking

Self-

Confidence

3 Intertwined Pillars

Drivers for Change and Innovation

Discontent with 
the status quo

• Noticing 
problems

• Feeling 
ineffectiveness

• Foreseeing 
threats

Search for new 
solutions

• Ask “Why? What If?” 
questions

• Search for creative 
solutions

• Search for new 
opportunities

Winners
approach 
impossible as 
possible

Losers
approach 
possible as 
impossible

Thinking outside the box and 
putting existing ideas together 

in a new combination

Motivation from 
within, passion, or 

a need to be 
creative

Knowledge, 
expertise, and access to 

relevant information

Motivation

SkillsResources

Strategic

Entrepreneurial

Functional
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➢ invent new things

➢ solve problems creatively

➢ design entrepreneurial strategies

➢ anticipate opponents' moves 

➢ build synergies 

➢ boost entrepreneurial creativity

➢ master systematic thinking

➢ train innovation teams 

Innovation Project Management

Skill Building

Serves as a fertile 
soil for generating 
new ideas

Entraps people in 
old ways of seeing 
and thinking

Never forget that 

knowledge plays two opposite roles

5
 A

tt
it

u
d

es • Passion

• Burning desire

• Open mind

• Creative 
dissatisfaction

• Challenging 
assumptions

5
 T

ec
h

n
iq

u
es • Inventive 

questions

• Breaking rules

• Metaphoric tools

• Combining the 
unusual

• Simulation games

Step out 
of your shoes

Challenge
assumptions

3 steps

Leave your 
comfort zone

Opportunistic

Fixing

Improving

Creative

Restore the status quo

Make it better 
than it was before

Find smarter 
outside-the-box solutions

Turn problems  
to opportunities
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Business 
Model

Innovation

Customer

s
y
n

e
r
g

is
ti

c • Organization
• Diversification
• Partnerships

• Value
• Marketing
• Selling

• Strategies
• System
• Portfolio

Master of Business Synergies (MBS)

Leadership & People Skills

Entrepreneurial Creativity

New Business Models

New Management Models

Process Management

Innovation Management

Marketing & Selling

Discover innovative 
synergies!

If you learn the whole spectrum of notes, 
you will discover much more opportunities and 

will be able to create great symphonies

Widen 
your 

horizons

1. Everything can and should be improved

2. Not a single day should go by without 
an improvement being made in some key area

3. Imagine the ideal situation and strive to reach it

4. Don't blame yourself, look for an improvement

5. Think of how to improve it, not why it can't be done

6. Think beyond common sense; even if something is 
working, try to find the ways to make it work better

7. See problems as opportunities to do things differently

Outstanding Innopreneur

If you want to create miracles, 
don't channel your energy towards your fears, 

channel your energy towards your dreams.

What do I love 
to talk about?

To discover 
your true passion,

ask yourself:

What inspires me 
to bring my 

dreams to life?

What makes me 
feel confident in 

my abilities?

What sparks
my creativity?

and Success Will Follow You

1000ventures

Be 
Entrepreneurial

• Spot opportunities

• Create great value

• Create customers

Make 
A Difference

• Dream big dreams

• Be unique

• Create innovations
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Achieving Your Daring Entrepreneurial Dream 

Positive Innovative

Adaptive Committed

Focused

SMART

find a better way

• Challenge 
assumptions

• Think outside the box

• Experiment with new 
ideas

HARD

pave the way

• Overcome 
resistance to change

• Make it a habit

• Practice, practice, 
practice

Work both Smart and Hard

insbeco

What is my stretch goal?

Why is it so important to achieve it?

How am I planning to get there?

Where can I acquire the necessary inputs?

Who should be involved in my crusade? 

When should I take the next step?

Achievement-focused 
Self-Coaching

Coming up with ideas and converting them 
into innovative business activities

1000ventures

Assessment

Entrepreneurial Action

Simulation Game

Inventing

➢ Burning Desire

➢ Focus on Value Innovation

➢ Search for Opportunities

➢ Changing Points of View
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1000ventures

Apply and analyze feedback

Ask questions to clarify 
things and discover 
key success factors

Use the 80/20 Rule, 

guiding principles 
and intuition
to make strategic choices 

Use simulation games
and perceptual positions 

to make a deeper analysis

Smart Fast

Reassess periodically

Say YES to 
high-value things 
you focus on

Say NO to 
all other 
opportunities

Twin Strategies

Tactics

Flow like water around 
obstacles

Change your action plan to 
achieve better results

Strategies

Reassess and adjust past 
decisions regularly

Pursue new high-value 
opportunities

1000ventures
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Outstanding Innopreneur

The Creator created us in his own likeness. 
We are all creators. Love what you do and love your customers – and you’ll keep 

creating amazing and valuable things for them

Brainstilling

See 
the big 
picture

Brainstorming

Generate 
strategic 

ideas

Brainstilling

Visualize the new 
big picture and 

assess the impact

Be the 
First

Be the 
Best

Be
Remarkable

YOUR CUSTOMER-FOCUSED INTENT

Examples

Innompic
Games

Learn

Create

Thrive

e-Coach

Awaken

Innovate

Blossom

Innovation 
Football

Venture

Anticipate

Invent

Walk a mile in the shoes of your customers to 
understand their diverse needs and desires
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Turn your 
idea to an 
invention

Develop a 
product
with great 
customer 
value

Create a 
great market 
demand for 
your new 
product

КоRe

Strategic intent

Customer focus

Customer empathy

Customer insight

Customer 
involvement

Observing people

Competitive 
intelligence

Customer feedback

Beta testing

Continuous 
improvement

10 Keys

The 
Wheel 

of

Passion

Value Creation

Creative 
Dissatisfaction

InventingBeta Testing

Learning

Prototyping

Don't sell products, help your customers grow and shine

Help achieve more

Make life more enjoyable

Solve problems

Success

Change

Status quo

Problems

Failures

The simplest key to an exciting and rewarding life

Outstanding Innopreneur

Innovation is 1% invention 
plus 99% of entrepreneurial action.
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Love consumers

Understand consumers

Make them happier

Create amazing value

Create

Break the rules

Combine unusual

Build synergies

Strive to: Dare to:

Turn your 
idea to an 
invention

Develop a 
product
with great 
customer 
value

Create a 
great market 
demand for 
your new 
product

What your 
product can 
accomplish 
for the world

Strategic 
alignment of 

all creation 
processes

I
n

s
p

ir
a
ti

o
n

G
u

id
a
n

c
e

An example 
of a great product vision 

turned to reality 

10 Best 
Practices

Strategy

1. Be a market innovator, create new market niches

2. Play strategic simulation games

3. Ensure consistent and effective top management support to NPD

Customer Focus 

3. Do study customer needs, but focus on creating new desires

4. Observe prospective consumers to discover their hidden wants

5. Involve customers as partners and co-innovators

Innovation

7. Establish a jazz-like innovation process

8. Provide guiding principles and encourage risk taking 

9. Facilitate innovative thinking  and quick evaluation of ideas

10. Do beta testing, learn from market feedback, and adapt

Strategy

Customer

Process

1. Provide strategic alignment

2. Define the innovation process publicly

3. Build cross-functional expertise

4. Establish a creative chaos environment

5. Challenge assumptions

6. Cross-pollinate ideas, brainstorm frequently

7. Reward idea generation

8. Experiment and improve

9. Allow freedom to fail

10. Measure the progress

11. Make innovation fun

1
1

 G
u

id
in

g
 P

r
in

c
ip

le
s

People

• Inspired and energized team

• Cross-functional collaboration

Enablers

• Guiding principles and structure

• Improvisation and lean processes

Boosters

• Simulation games

• Early beta testing
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• What works well

• What doesn’t work
Learn

• Successful practices

• Relevant innovations
Adapt

• New strategies and methods

• Unserved market niches
Discover

• Synergize expertise online & offline

• Establish joint ventures
Partner

Outstanding Innopreneur

Great business is a daring vision of a passionate 
and creative victor, not a blueprint by a consultant.

of customers

Develop

Build

Create

KEYS TO SUCCESS

People

Visionary 
Leaders

Passionate 
Team

Business

Radical 
Innovation

Business 
Model

Boosters

Competitive 
Advantage

Innovation 
Football

Love

Work

Partners

Customers

World

1. Help others succeed

2. Synergize your know-hows

3. Be an authority in your industry

4. Be remarkable and admired

5. Sell unique benefits

6. Make buying from you easy and fun

7. Introduce innovations continuously
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1 Believe in your vision and your business; commit to it

2 Define shared values and let values rule

3 Build and synergize corporate capabilities

4 Focus on and care about your customer

5 Create a winning organization

6 Reinvent your business continually

7 Be the market leader – introduce disruptive products

8 Live speed

9 Institutionalize innovation

10 Make business fun

KoRe
10 Rules

Examples

An inspiring, compelling and clear cut 
entrepreneurial vision shapes a business 

model and leads to strategic achievements

1000ventures

Must be

• Remarkable

• Simple

• Short

May also

• Suggest stability and 
integrity

• Be upbeat and 
cheerful

• Promise benefits

1000ventures

1. Appealing

2. Valid

3. Unique

4. Witty

5. Simple

6. Memorable

7. Engaging

W What value you 
create

O Outstanding 
feature

W Why people 
should choose you  

WOW principle7 features

5 Criteria

Unique

Difficult to 
replicate

Superior to the 
competitionSustainable

Applicable 
to multiple 
situations

1000ventures

Milestones

Work backward

Venture 
roadmap

Future you 
want to create
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➢ Management team

➢ Business model

➢ Market analysis

➢ Operational plan

➢ Financial plan

➢ Marketing plan

Business 
Plan

Review by
Investors

✓ Reality check

✓ Market opportunity

✓ Management

✓ Technology issues

✓ Resources

✓ Implementation program

TeamWho
• Entrepreneurial leadership, experience, capabilities

Business ModelHow
• How an invention will be turned into a profitable business

Sustainable Competitive AdvantageWhat
• Synergistic combination of resources and capabilities

Value
Proposition

Marketing 
and Selling
Strategies

Revenue
Model

Growth and
Diversification

Strategies

Value Chain
Structure

Competitive
Strategies

Converting Inventions to Profitable Innovations

Initial
Business Model

Simulation 
Game

Stronger
Business 
Model

1000ventures

• Stay on course

• Make decisions better and faster

• Keep going

Help 
you

• Vision, mission and strategic intent

• Values

• Core competencies

Reflect 
your

3 Steps

Creating 
Customer 

Value

• Satisfying existing needs

• Creating and satisfying new needs

Marketing
• Brand

• Solutions and benefits

Selling • Online

• Offline
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4 perspectives to be synergized

Visionary 
Strategists

Innovative 
Intrapreneurs

Frontline 
Practitioners

Functional 
Experts

Goal

Success

Story

Set a big 
stretch goal

Imagine you’ve 
achieved it

Write your
success 
story

Strategic Flexibility & Change Management

SWOT

SWOT

SWOT

Innovate and analyze feedback 

Strengths

▪ What went well and 
why?

▪ What should be done the 
same way next time?

Opportunities

▪ What went unexpectedly 
well and why?

▪ Are there any new 
directions to be explored?

Weaknesses

▪ What went badly and 
why?

▪ What should be done 
differently next time?

Threats

▪ What went unexpectedly 
badly and why?

▪ What assumptions are to 
be checked?

Outstanding Innopreneur

Leadership is about creating powerful human 
currents moving enthusiastically and creatively 

in the right direction. 

Create Change

Manage 
Opportunities

Enthuse 
the Team

Anticipate 
Challenges
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8 Reasons

Hope Direction Achievements

Empathy Emotions Trust

Recognition Knowledge

Shared

Vision

Motivation

Commitment

Synergized

Capabilities

Creativity

Actions

Specific Challenges

Internal

Finding right talents

Every step is 
experimental

Rapid growth

External

Fierce competitors

Opposition to rule 
breakers

Fast-paced market

Shared passion 
for work

Passion for 
each other

Passion for 
customers

Culture

Purpose

Energy

Communicate your 
strategic intent and 
launch a crusade

Create an inspiring 
culture, make 
business fun

Inspire, 
empower and 

energize people

Leading Innovation and Change

Synergized

Diversity Ideas Efforts
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1 Provide purpose

2 Build a star team, not a team of stars

3 Establish shared ownership for the results

4 Develop team members to fullest potential

5 Make the work interesting and engaging

6 Develop a self-managing team

7 Motivate and inspire team members

8 Lead and facilitate constructive communication

9 Monitor, but don't micromanage

Outstanding Innopreneur

LOVE FOR CUSTOMERS is the springhead of the 
cascade of innovations and the river of revenues.

Three Steps

Create

• Value

• Magnetism

Inspire

• Dissatisfaction

• New desires

Offer

• Benefits

• Solutions

It’s tremendously beneficial for you and them

Create

Sell

Retain

Create higher 
customer value

Sell what’s most 

beneficial for them

Build loving 
relationships

Passionate 
visionary

Extraordinary 
charmer

Smart and witty

Engaging storyteller

First-time
purchases

Recurring
purchases

Drivers Emotions Habit

Justification Conscious Subconscious

➢ To win customers over, 
use emotional triggers and differentiated benefits 

➢ To retain customers,
provide great empathetic service, build trusted relationships
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Enthusiasts
Visionaries

Pragmatists
Conservatives

Skeptics

Market Share

Mainstream

market

Win over 1 enthusiast and you’ll win over 10 visionaries

Win over 10 visionaries and you’ll win over 100 pragmatists

Accelerate the normal adoption curve! 

➢ Target ENTHUSIASTS and EARLY ADOPTERS

➢ Emphasize WORLD CHANGING BENEFITS

➢ Tell a GREAT STORY

➢ EXCITE and PROVIDE BRIDGES from the boring 
present to an exciting future

➢ ELIMINATE BARRIERS to trials

➢ Build a VIBRANT COMMUNITY of enthusiast 
users and early adopters 

Visionary and Appealing Title

Big Picture

Journey Benefits

Threats

Action

KoRe 6 components

Win / Lose Be #1 Next Curve

➢ Disrupt or be 
disrupted

➢ Winning 
solution to 
current threats

➢ Star solution

➢ Dethroning 
a competitor

➢ Far better than 
what we have 
now 

➢ Chain of 
intermediate 
victories

Know your 
competitors

Know your 
customers Innovative Value

Remarkable 
Brand

Sustainable 
Competitive 
Advantage

Set yourself apart from your competitors
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Brings both Noble Joy and High Revenues Satisfy Three Types of 

Customer Needs

Conscious Unconscious Unseeded

• Offer appealing 
solutions to 
problems

• Promise joy and 
fun

• Create new 
needs and offer 
a great solution

• Introduce new 
opportunities

• Honor 
subconscious 
values

• Ask coaching 
questions

Outstanding Innopreneur

Achieve far beyond your aspirations!

Entrepreneurial Simulation Game

Entrepreneurial simulation game

Greater 
vision and 

implementation

Present State

Desired State

Without Innoball, 
70% of change efforts fail

Innovation Football for Startups

Goalkeeper

Dream and
investments

Defenders
Inventions,

creative solutions

Strikers
Differentiation,

creative marketing

Midfielders

Experiments,
beta-testing

Goalkeeper

Resistance of
the big market

Midfielders
Team and money 

problems

Strikers

All types of 
failures

Defenders
Resistance  of

the first customers

Innovators Opponents

Turn an invention to a successful business

Don’t kill the opponents – STRETCH them!

Teams have a COMMON OBJECTIVE
➢ To become stronger

➢ To stretch their creative muscles

➢ To create a successful innovation
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Game in Progress

Anticipation

Strengthens the Business Model

Competitive
Advantage

After

Before

Outstanding Innopreneur

Unending curiosity, creative dissatisfaction and 
passion for learning, MAKING A DIFFERENCE, 

questioning, experimenting and winning is a part 
of the DNA of a successful innovator.

The Planet of 
Loving Creators 

Inspired and empowered 
World's citizens

Victorious innovators Catchier messages, 
faster education

Innompic

Games
Business 

e-Coach

Innovation 

Football
Emfographics

Have a big dream Stretch yourself and others

Love what you do Invent breakthrough approaches

Love your audience Experiment, observe, adapt

Don’t teach, inspire! Build synergies

Help others shine Keep learning and inventing daily

Weighted Guiding Principles

Every performance is inspiring, educative and 
energizing 

10

No boring moments, exciting only 7

All activities and performances are designed to 
create a deeper insight and a lasting impact

9

Spectators are engaged in creative activities 8

Everyone has fun 6


